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Finding a match-
How do homologous 
sequences find each other 
for recombination?



Topics:

• The biological context of recombination

• The way we study recombination

• The open question of homology search



When taking place in 
Meiosis it produces 
genetic variability

HOMOLOGOUS 
RECOMBINATION

Two similar DNA 
molecules exchange 
information



HOMOLOGOUS 
RECOMBINATION

producing genetic variability



HOMOLOGOUS 
RECOMBINATION

Horizontal gene transfer
Integrative transformation Hfr Conjugation

General 
transduction



HOMOLOGOUS 
RECOMBINATION

A DNA repair
mechanism



HOMOLOGOUS 
RECOMBINATION

A DNA double strand break 
repair mechanism

UV, γ-radiation, 
alkylating agents

Metabolic reactive oxygen, 
collapsed replication forks, 

DSBs created during 
transcription



HOMOLOGOUS 
RECOMBINATION

DNA repair 
genetic variability



How do you repair a broken 
chromosome?

Homology Search



The budding yeast as a model 
organism for the study of 

recombination
ConsPros

Ease of genetic 
manipulations

High rates of mitotic 
recombination

Highly studied

Small nucleus-
challenging cytology

Sometimes difficult to 
extrapolate results to higher 
eukaryotes



The HO experimental system



Assays in use

•The double stranded 
DNA break and its 
repair are assayed by 
southern blot and 
quantitative PCR

Aylon Y et al Mol Cell Biol . 2003 Feb  



Assays in use

•DNA resection is 
assayed by slot blot 
and southern blot

Aylon Y et al Mol Cell Biol . 2003 Feb  



Assays in use

• Gene conversion rates are assessed 
using restriction sites polymorphisms.

Aylon Y et al Mol Cell Biol . 2003 Feb  



Assays in use

•Post-invasion polymerization is 
assayed by PCR. 

Aylon Y et al Mol Cell Biol . 2003 Feb  
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Dissection of yeast mitotic 
recombination

Aylon Y et al Mol Cell Biol . 2003 Feb  



The HO experimental system



Alternative homologous counterparts
Tandem or inverted repeats

Allelic loci

Dispersed ectopic 
homologues



How is the needle in the haystack found?



Size does matter

V

II

Donor sizeDonor size
10 kb10 kb

Repair efficiencyRepair efficiency
100%100%

5 kb5 kb

2 kb2 kb

1.2 kb1.2 kb

0.5 kb0.5 kb

0.2 kb0.2 kb

00

100%100%

100%100%

90%90%

25%25%

0.1%0.1%

0.001%0.001%

HR efficiency positively correlates
with homology length

Lifshitz B et al unpublished
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Free competitionFree competition

XVXV

We have constructed yeast strains that contain two 
alternative donor sequences, a long one and a short 
one. Will repair be as efficient as that in the strain 
containing:

Only the short donor?
Only the long donor?
The sum of both?

Recipient Recipient 
The one that breaksThe one that breaks

The long donorThe long donor

The short donorThe short donor



The winner doesn't take it all
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Strains with competing 
donor sequences are 
characterized by  
intermediate repair 
efficiencies

Conclusions: 
1. Shorter and longer 
homologies are found with 
similar frequencies.
2. The attempt to recombine 
with a short homolog is 
sometimes devastating.    

Bottom line: homology 
search is highly efficient 
even for very short ectopic 
homologs`

Lifshitz B et al unpublished
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Figure 2 Agmon N et al Nucleic Acid Research- accepted 



The Null hypothesis: homologous-
pairing can be accomplished by 
random diffusion alone  

3*107 bp in a G2 haploid S. cerevisiae genome

Each bp might mark the beginning of the 
desired homologous segment 

Therefore: It would take 3*107 sequential 
independent trials on average for a sequence to 
find its ectopic homolog



The Null hypothesis- some math 
even a biologist can do…

The homology search in each cell takes 
between one and two hours.
The time from the beginning of one trial to the 
beginning of the next should thus be 
approximately 2.5*10-4 of a second to allow for 
the null model 
(Because: 2.5*10-4*3*107=7500sec=125min)

That’s 40 times less than the times it takes 
DNA polymerase to add a single nucleotide to 
a growing DNA chain



The Null hypothesis- limitations  

The homologous sequence might contain 
mismatches, insertions or gaps- The number of 
candidates is therefore higher by orders of 
magnitude.

Chromosomes are large molecules that diffuse 
very slowly- any large scale movement 
requires a lot of energy



The Null hypothesis- just imagine 
the intertwining….  



Alternative hypothesis:

The pairing of homologous 
sequences is an enduring and 
general feature of the genomic 
architecture that facilitates 
homologous recombination 
whenever and wherever damage 
occurs 



Figure 4: Damage induced homology search or constitutive 
homologue-pairing?

Homology 
search Recombination

DSB DSB



Examples of prior pairing-
fluorescence imaging

Aragon Alcaide L et al
Nat Cell Biol. 2000 Nov 



Examples of prior pairing-
Transvection

Tom A. Hartl et al 

Science 28 November 2008 



Counter examples- Fluorescence 
imaging 

Eukaryot Cell  .2003 October
Alexander Lorenz et al 



Counter examples- Nuclear 
compartmentalization  



The Rabl configuration of interphase 
chromosomes

The Bouquet  configuration of meiotic 
chromosomes

In both cases, allelic loci tend to be closer together than ectopic 
loci, because the latter usually have different distances from 
their respective centromere/telomere. 

Predispositions- pairing centers, bouquet



The question
is still open



Perhaps some Kornyshev long 
distance interactions?



Any ideas anyone?
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